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KS3

Fling Throw—In all fling throws the implement is thrown with one foot in
front of the other and the body weight is transferred from the back leg to
the front from a low to high position. The opposite foot to the throwing
arms should be forward. The arm is long and straight and starts low with
the release point being at shoulder height.
Forward Heave Throw—The thrower faces the direction of the throw with
feet shoulder width apart. The ball is held in two hands and is swung back
between the legs and then upwards and forwards. The back should be
kept upright and the arms long and straight.
Backward Heave Throw—As above but the thrower has their back to the
direction of the throw and the ball is swung upwards and backwards.
Over the Shoulder Heave—As with the backwards heave, but this time the
ball is held with two hands to the side of the hips and is swung upwards
and backwards across the body and over the opposite shoulder.
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Edward Scissor Legs:
- stand side on to the barrier
- swing their legs quickly from the hips
- drive their arms upwards at take off
Vertical Jump:
- stand side on to the wall
- reach with their inside arm to the wall
- bend the knees at take off and landing
- extend their knees and ankles quickly at take off

Standing Long Jump:
- Place their feet side by side at take off
- Bend their knees and swing their arms
- Make a long thin shape with their body in the air
Run & Jump:
- Accelerate down the runway towards take off
- Maintain speed at take off
- Drive the take off leg fast and high
- Drive the arms at take off
- Make a long shape in the air
- Land on ones feet with bended knees
Five Bounding Strides
- Drive the knees high and fast
- Drive the arms high and fast
- Strike the ground lightly with the foot
Standing Triple Jump:
- Make the three phases of the jump equal
- Drive the knees high and fast
- Make one continuous movement

Fling Throw -The child stands side on to the direction of the throw with
their body weight on the back leg. The throwing arm starts low from level
with the knee of the back leg and travels from low to high so that the
release point is around shoulder height as the weight transfers onto the
front foot. The arm is long and straight on release of the throwing implement.
Overhead Heave- The thrower has their back to the direction of the
throw. The feet should be apart and the ball held in two hands between
the legs. The ball is swung through the legs and over the head as the legs
drive upwards. The arms are long and straight on release of the ball
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Two-handed Push Throw—The child stands facing the direction of the
throw with one foot in front of the other. The fingers are spread behind
the ball which is held at the chest, and the ball is then pushed away from
the body quickly by fast extension of the arms.
One-handed Push Throw- The child stands sideways on to the direction of
the throw. The ball is held close to or touching the neck The elbow of the
throwing arm is held high and the arm is extended forwards on release of
the ball.
Two-Handed Pull Throw -The child stands facing the direction of the
throw with one foot in front of the other. The ball is held high above the
head and behind the shoulder line.
One- Handed Pull Throw -The child stands side on to the direction of the
throw. The palm of the throwing hand is up-turned

Fling Throw: The fling throw is an underarm throw and can be performed
facing the target for accuracy or by standing side on from the direction of
the throw when generating force. The throwing implement is released
midway between the waist and shoulder.

Year 6
Running (Speed/Obstacles)
-Sustain pace
-Run at different tempos
-Take turns at different roles
-Run with greater fluency and speed over obstacles
-Run over obstacles
-Develop relay changeover skills
-Apply different speeds on different courses
-Apply appropriate stride patterns when running over obstacles
-Work together in teams taking turns at different roles
-Choose appropriate starts and changeover techniques
-Organise themselves into small groups and warm up safely
-Explain how warming up can effect their performance
-Experience running or walking for longer durations
-Observe and describe how to run over obstacles
-Work together as a team to practise and improve performance
Throwing (Fling & Heave)
-Throw with greater control and accuracy
-Throw with greater force
-Consider different throwing implements
-Organise themselves into small groups
-Say why throwing activities can help develop strength and power
-Watch a partner perform and identify strengths and weaknesses
Jumping (Height)
-Show power and control at take off and landing
-Perform a variety of jumps
-Use different flight and take off positions
-Organise themselves into small groups
-Perform a range of warm up activities
-Identify the parts of a performance which need to be practised
-Watch a partner’s performance and identify the main strengths

Year 6
Running (Speed/Obstacles)
-Sustain pace over longer distances
-Change pace and run at different tempos
-Organize themselves in small groups and take turns at different roles
-Run with greater fluency, efficiency and speed over obstacles and as a team
-Run over taller obstacles
-Develop relay changeover skills
-Apply different speeds and intensity on different courses
-Apply appropriate stride patterns & techniques when running over obstacles
-Work together in teams taking turns at different roles
-Choose appropriate starts and changeover techniques for different situations
-Describe the benefits of aerobic exercise
-Explain why endurance is important to other types of activity
-Organise themselves into small groups and warm up safely
-Explain how warming up can effect their performance
-Experience running or walking for longer durations and learn to adjust and
adapt pace in order to be able to complete a given distance
-Observe and describe the most efficient way to run over obstacles
-Identify parts of a performance which need to be practised
-Work together as a team to practise and improve performance
Throwing (Fling & Heave)
-Throw with greater control, accuracy and efficiency
-Throw with greater force and for longer distances
-Consider different throwing implements and use the best techniques
-Organise themselves into small groups and take turns in different roles
-Say why throwing activities can help develop strength and power
-Say why strength and power can help their performance in other activities
-Watch a partner perform and identify strengths and weaknesses
-Record and measure each other’s performance
Jumping (Height)
-Show power, control and consistency at take off and landing
-Perform a variety of jumps in different activities
-Use different flight and take off positions
-Organise themselves into small groups and take on different roles
-Explain when jumping skills might be useful in other sports or activities
-Perform a range of warm up activities
-Identify the parts of a performance which need to be practised
-Watch a partner’s performance and identify the main strengths

Year 6
Running (Speed/Obstacles)
- Make accurate decisions in regards to pace when running for
- Run with accurate fluency, efficiency and speed over obstacles and as a
team
- Run over a variety of taller objects during obstacle races
- Make accurate relay changeovers
-Apply accurate speeds and intensity on different courses
-Work together in teams taking turns at different roles
-Choose accurate starts and changeover techniques for different situations
-Describe the benefits of aerobic exercise (mentally and physically)
-Explain why endurance is important to other types of activity
- Make accurate judgments on specific pace for different courses/distances.
- Accurately describe the technique to running over obstacles.
- Act on feedback from performance
Throwing (Fling & Heave)
-Throw with control, accuracy and efficiency
-Throw with accurate force and for various distances
- Accurately throw a variety of weighted objects using specific techniques in
accordance to weight.
- Choose specific warm up techniques for throwing exercises.
- Respond to feedback positively to enhance performance
Jumping (Height)
-Show power, control and consistency during take off, landing and during
flight positioning.
- Choose a variety of different jumps in different activities.
- Accurately perform take off landing and inflight positions.
- Perform a range of warm up activities relevant to jumping exercises.
- Identify strengths and weaknesses and act on feedback
- Teach a peer another specific jump using terminology.

Year 5
Running (Speed/Relays)
-Develop greater coordination in running for speed
-Develop the basic skills and techniques for acceleration
-Learn to sustain pace
-Develop fluency in running for speed as a team
-Apply different and appropriate starting positions
-Organise themselves in small groups and take turns at different
roles
-Choose appropriate starts and changeover techniques
- Explain how warming up can affect their performance
-Say why speed is important to other activities and games
-Explain the basic principles of warm up and how it affects performance
-Measure and record performance
-Work together as a team to practise and improve performance
Throwing (Push & Pull)
-Throw with greater control and accuracy
-Throw in a coordinated way towards a given target
-Throw with various force at given distances
-Think about the properties of different throwing implements
-Organise themselves in small groups taking on different roles
-Consider different throwing implements
-Perform a range of warm up activities
-Watch a partner perform and identify strengths and weaknesses
Jumping (Distance)
-Develop some skills for horizontal jumps
-Show control at both take off and landing
-Work in small groups taking turns at different roles
-Identify where these skills may be used (in other sports)
-Explain how warming up can affect performance
-Identify parts of performance that need to be practised

Year 5
Running (Speed/Relays)
-Develop greater fluency and coordination in running for speed
-Develop and understand the basic skills and techniques for acceleration
-Learn to sustain pace over longer durations
-Develop fluency and efficiency in running for speed as a team
-Develop relay changeover skills
-Apply different and appropriate starting positions to different events
-Organise themselves in small groups and take turns at different roles
-Choose appropriate starts and changeover techniques for different situations
- Explain how warming up can affect their performance
-Say why speed is important to other activities and games
-Explain the basic principles of warm up and how it affects performance
-Measure and record performance and aim to improve performance
-Identify as a team the parts of performance which need practising
-Work together as a team to practise and improve performance
Throwing (Push & Pull)
-Throw with greater control, accuracy and efficiency
-Throw in a coordinated way with an approach generating greater force
-Throw with greater force and for longer distances
-Think about the properties of different throwing implements and apply
-Organise themselves in small groups taking on different roles
-Consider different throwing implements and use the best techniques
-Perform a range of warm up activities
-Explain why strength and power are important to other activities and sports
-Say why throwing activities can help develop strength and power
-Say why strength and power can help their performance in other activities
-Watch a partner perform and identify strengths and weaknesses
-Record and measure each others performance
Jumping (Distance)
-Develop the fundamental skills for horizontal jumps
-Show power, control, consistency at both take off and landing
-Work in small groups taking turns at different roles
-Identify where these skills can be applied to other sports and activities
-Explain how warming up can affect performance
-Watch a partner perform and identify strengths
-Identify parts of performance that need to be practised

Year 5
Running (Speed/Relays)
- Develop stronger fluency, coordination when running for speed.
- Develop accurate skills and technique for acceleration
- Efficiently run for speed
- Make accurate relay changeover skills
- Choose accurate and appropriate starting positions to different events
- Choose accurate starts and changeover techniques for different situations
- Make accurate decisions within a team
- Choose appropriate exercises for a warm up (relating to running)
- Explain and describe how running effects the body—positively and negatively. (e.g. knee injuries, inaccurate breathing.. etc)
- Act on feedback positively
- Establish strengths and weaknesses within a team
Throwing (Push & Pull)
-Throw with accurate control, accuracy and efficiency
-Throw with accurate coordination generating greater force
-Throw with accurate force and for longer distances
- Apply accurate throwing techniques with various throwing implements
- Demonstrate an accurate warm up to assist throwing
- Explain why strength and power is essential for a greater throw.
- Identify strengths and weaknesses within team and act on feedback for a
better performance.
Jumping (Distance)
- Develop horizontal jump with an accurate in flight position.
- Display power, control, consistency at both take off and landing
- Work in small groups taking turns at different roles
- Accurately demonstrate an inflight position.
- Explain the benefits jumping can have on the muscles
- Explain the health and safety of jumping (bending knees on take off and
landing)
- Act on feedback individually and within a group to jump accurately.

Year 4
Running (Distance)
-Develop awareness of speed and pace
-Develop fluency in walking skills
-Work together in pairs and as teams
-Choose appropriate pace for a given distance
-Understand the benefits of this type of activity on their bodies
-Record performance and give personal feedback
Throwing (Fling & Heave)
-Develop the ability to throw for distance
-Develop the ability to throw using a specific technique
-Choose appropriate techniques for the throwing implement
-Understand the effects of throwing activities on the body
-Perform aspects of fling & heave throws
Jumping (Height & Combination)
-Develop technique in a range of approaches & take off positions
-Attempt a variety of different jumping techniques
-Develop control in putting together different combinations
-Explore body positions in flight
-Choose different combinations of jumps for different games and
activities
-Understand why warming up is an important part of physical
activity
-Watch and copy each other and try to improve performance

Year 3
Running (Speed/Obstacles/Relays)
- To develop distance and speed.
- To develop co-ordination in running for speed.
- To develop balance when running over obstacles.
- Develop spatial awareness in regards to obstacles
- Develop rhythm in their running style
-Develop communication skills
- To choose and apply the best starting position
- Carry out warm up and stretching activities safely
-Understand how their bodies respond to running activities
-Watch and describe specific aspects of running over obstacles
-Discuss as a team how improvements could be made to performance
Throwing (Push & Pull )
- To develop the ability to throw for distance
- To throw (focus on one technique)
- Choose the most appropriate technique
- Understand how throwing activities develop strength
- Watch and describe how to perform some aspects of the push &
pull throw
Jumping (Distance)
- Develop coordination in taking off and landing
- Develop body position in the flight phase of the jump
- Execute a variety of jumps
- Understand how their bodies respond to jumping activities
- Understand the importance of warming up before physical activity
- Describe the basic techniques for jumping
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Sprint–long–fast-short
Running–medium steps–medium pace/duration
Jogging–short strides-light activity –long duration
Walking–shortest steps–lightest activity–longest
duration
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Push Throw: The throw begins from in front of the
body close to the chest, neck or chin and can be
one or two-handed. The thrower forces the implement forwards with a powerful pushing action.
Pull Throw: The throw begins from behind the
shoulders and can be one or two-handed. The
thrower forces the implement forwards with a fast
pulling action

Year 2
Running (Obstacles)
- To develop spatial awareness
- To develop awareness of height and distance
- To develop balance when running over obstacles.
- Choose different techniques to tackle a variety of obstacles.
- To understand what happens to their bodies with exercise.
- Count the number of strides they take between obstacles.
Throwing (Accuracy)
- To develop awareness of distance and weight
- To throw underarm
- Select and apply different force when throwing
- Understand the basic skills required to make an accurate throw.
Jumping (Combinations)
- To take off and land in different ways
-To make different body shapes
- To work in pair or small groups taking turns
- Use different jumps
- Describe the effect jumping activities can have on their bodies.
- Watch each other jump and copy

Year 1
Running (& Walking)
- To develop awareness of speed and distance
- To develop some control and with movements
- To develop listening skills and begin to react quickly to instruction
- Use different running and walking speeds
- Understand what happens to their bodies when they exercise
- Describe the difference between running and walking
Throwing (Distance)
- To develop awareness of distance and weight
- To throw with force
- Choose different ways of throwing
- Know how different throwing activities can make them stronger.
- Describe a throwing action
Jumping (Height & Distance)
- To develop awareness of height and distance
- To take off in different ways and land safely
- To work in small groups taking turns
- Apply different take offs
- Describe the effect jumping activities can have on their bodies.
- Watch and copy each other jumping

Year 4
Running (Distance)
-Develop awareness of speed and pace judgement in relation to distance
-Develop fluency in running and walking skills
-Work together in pairs and as teams
-Choose appropriate pace for a given distance
-Understand the benefits of this type of activity on their bodies
-Record performance and set individual targets to improve
Throwing (Fling & Heave)
-Develop the ability to throw for distance and for accuracy
-Develop the ability to throw using a range of techniques
-Choose appropriate techniques for the throwing implement
-Understand the effects of throwing activities on the body
-Watch and describe how to perform specific aspects of fling & heave throws
Jumping (Height & Combination)
-Develop fluency & technique in a range of approaches & take off positions
-Learn a variety of different jumping techniques
-Explore combinations of different jumps
-Develop fluency and control in putting together different combinations
-Explore body positions in flight and apply to different jumps
-Choose and apply techniques to suit the challenge
-Choose different combinations of jumps for different games and activities
-Understand why warming up is an important part of physical activity
-Understand how jumping activities affect our bodies
- Watch and copy each other and describe good technique
-Watch and copy each other and try to improve performance

Year 3
Running (Speed/Obstacles/Relays)
- To develop of time, duration, distance and speed.
- To develop fluency and co-ordination in running for speed.
- To develop fluency, rhythm and balance in running over obstacles.
- Develop spatial awareness by judging the height and approach to obstacles
- Develop fluency and rhythm in their running style
-Develop the skills to make relay changeovers
-Develop communication skills when working together as a team
- To choose and apply the best starting position and stride length for the
activity
- Choose and apply appropriate stride patterns
-Choose the best changeover technique for the relay event
- Carry out warm up and stretching activities safely
-Understand how their bodies respond to running activities
- Watch and describe specific actions of an effective running technique
-Watch and describe specific aspects of running over obstacles
-Discuss as a team how improvements could be made to performance
Throwing (Push & Pull )
- To develop the ability to throw for both distance and accuracy
- To throw using a range of techniques
- Choose the most appropriate technique for the throwing implement
- Understand how throwing activities develop strength
- Watch and describe how to perform specific aspects of the push & pull
throw
Jumping (Distance)
- Develop fluency and coordination in taking off and landing
- Develop body position in the flight phase of the jump
- Use a variety of jumps in different games and activities
- Understand how their bodies respond to jumping activities
- Understand the importance of warming up before physical activity
- Describe the basic techniques for jumping
- Watch, copy and describe good examples of jumping technique

Year 2
Running (Obstacles)
- To develop spatial awareness in negotiating obstacles.
- To develop awareness of height and distance
- To develop fluency, rhythm and balance in running over obstacles.
- Use different techniques and speeds to tackle a variety of obstacles.
- To understand what happens to their bodies with exercise.
- Estimate the number of strides they take between obstacles.
Throwing (Accuracy)
- To develop awareness of distance and weight
- To throw underarm with accuracy towards a given target
- Select and apply different force to targets at varying distances
- Understand the basic skills required to make an accurate throw.
- Describe different types of throws.
Jumping (Combinations)
- To take off and land in different ways
-To make different body shapes in flight
- To work in pair or small groups taking turns
- Use different jumps to make jumping sequences
- Describe the effect jumping activities can have on their bodies.
- Watch each other jump, copy and recognise good jumps.

Year 1
Running (& Walking)
- To develop awareness of speed and distance
- To develop control and fluency within movements
- To develop listening skills and quick reactions
- Use different running and walking speeds for shorter and longer durations
- Understand what happens to their bodies when they exercise
- Describe different running and walking speeds.
Throwing (Distance)
- To develop awareness of distance and weight
- To throw with co-ordination and force
- Choose different ways of throwing to suit heavy or light implements
- Know how different throwing activities can make them stronger.
- Describe different throwing actions
Jumping (Height & Distance)
- To develop awareness of height and distance
- To take off in different ways and land in a co-ordinated way
- To work in small groups taking turns
- Apply different take offs to different jumping activities.
- Describe the effect jumping activities can have on their bodies.
- Watch and copy each other jumping and recognise good jumps.
- Describe the basic techniques for jumping.

- Competitions against
the borough.
- Sports Day
- The Olympics
- Race for life
- Olympic Volleyball
player visit
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Year 4
Running (Distance)
- To be aware of speed and pace judgements when running for distance
- Accurately choose pace for specific distance.
-Explain the benefits of running as a form of exercise.
- Set achievable targets and give personal goals
Throwing (Fling & Heave)
- To throw accurately at a variety of distances
- Develop understanding of appropriate throw for a range of distances.
- Choose accurate technique for throwing implements.
- Lead a warm up relating to throwing
- Teach peers a throw using specific terminology
Jumping (Height & Combination)
- Develop a combination of jumps fluently using technique, take off and
landing.
- Choose appropriate jump techniques for different games and activities.
- Explore a variety of in flight positions
- Lead a warm up with accurate direction and vocabulary.
- Teach a peer using accurate terminology of a specific jump.

- Competitions against
the borough.
- Sports Day
- The Olympics
- Race for life
- Olympic Volleyball
player visit
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Year 3
Running (Speed/Obstacles/Relays)
- To run accurately over obstacles in regards to speed, distance and fluency
- To appropriately estimate distance between each obstacle and apply the
correct pace.
- To choose and apply an accurate starting position and stride length for the
activity
-Choose accurate changeover techniques for the relay event
- Apply correct stride patterns when running for speed/obstacle course/
relays
- Lead a warm up and cool down
- Give accurate feedback using correct terminology in regards to strengths
and improvements.
Throwing (Push & Pull )
- To throw for both distance precisely and accurately at a given target
- To throw accurately using a range of techniques
- Choose specific technique proposed throwing implement
- Explain how throwing can strengthen specific muscles.
- Perform a push and pull throw explaining specific techniques and action
whilst doing so.
Jumping (Distance)
- Fluently and accurately take off and land incorporating a body position
within flight mode.
- Select a variety of jumps to use within a combination/game/sequence
- Understand the benefits jumping can have on the body and explain whilst
demonstrating
- Demonstrate accurately a jump to teach a peer.

- Competitions against
the borough.
- Sports Day
- The Olympics
- Race for life
- Olympic Volleyball
player visit
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Year 2
Running (Obstacles)
- To run over obstacles fluently using rhythm and balance.
- Be spatially aware of obstacles; height and distance apart.
Identify specific techniques and speed for various obstacles.
- To explain the benefits of exercise.
- Make accurate and balanced steps fluently from one obstacle to another.
Throwing (Accuracy)
- To throw underarm accurately at a target using the correct force; being
aware of distance and weight.
- Apply accurate force to various targets selecting most appropriate throwing
action.
- Teach a throwing skill to a partner or peer using precise and appropriate
terminology.
Jumping (Combinations)
- To choose the correct take off and landing for different jumping combinations.
-To choose different flight positions; varying the size of the jump. (E.G. Broad
flight position would require a deep take off)
- Create a jumping sequence with a variety of accurate take offs and landings.
- Explain the benefits jumping has on the body.
- Teach a specific jump accurately using correct terminology and modelling.

Year 1
Running (& Walking)
- To understand different techniques needed when running for speed and running for distance.
- To execute movements with control and fluency.
- To respond quickly to team members/instructions
- Use the most appropriate skills for different types of running/walking. (e.g:
sprinting is different to cross country)
- Explain the change in their bodies after exercising.
- To give peer and personal feedback using appropriate terminology and key
vocabulary.
Throwing (Distance)
- To identify different throwing methods in accordance to the implements and
throw with co-ordination, force and accuracy.
- Choose specific throwing techniques to suit heavy or light implements
- Teach partner/peer specific techniques in terms of throwing.
Jumping (Height & Distance)
- To take off and land accurately in accordance to various jumps.
- Choose appropriate take offs and landings in accordance to specific jumps.
- Teach a jumping technique to a peer using correct terminology and vocabulary.
- To give peer/group feedback for strengths and improvements.

- Competitions against
the borough.
- Sports Day
- The Olympics
- Race for life
- Olympic Volleyball
player visit
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